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Lecture 20 
Historical linguistics: sound change 

 
Sound change— 

i.e., change in phonetic and phonological systems— 
is the most useful tool for establishing how languages are related. 
 
Why? 

Sound change is almost completely regular and exceptionless. 
I.e., how a phoneme changes depends only on its phonetic environment, 

not on what word it appears in. 
 
E.g., Latin capra ‘goat’, with /k/, becomes French chèvre, with /∫/; 

but the sound change of /k/ becoming /∫/ is not specific to that word! 
The same change is exhibited in several more Latin > French words: 

carus  >  cher ‘dear’ 
caput  >  chef ‘head’ 
canis  > chien ‘dog’ 
cantare  > chanter ‘sing’ 
Carolus > Charles ‘Charles’ 

So there is a regular patten by which Latin /k/ becomes French /∫/; 
 the same sound changes happen in all eligible words. 
 
Now compare some Latin words in which /k/ didn’t become /∫/ in French: 

corpus > corps ‘body’; crux > croix ‘cross’; cor > cœur ‘heart’. 
Why does the change from /k/ to /∫/ take place in capra but not corpus? 
 Because it is conditioned by phonetic environment: 

 
 k > ∫ / __a  (We use a greater-than sign to indicate regular sound change.) 
 
This has the form of a phonological (i.e., allophonic) rule: 

we can consider this change to be adding an allophonic rule to the grammar. 
A sound change like this one originates as an allophonic rule 

(though due to later changes /k/ and /∫/ are separate phonemes nowadays). 
Sound changes typically fall into the same categories as phonological rules— 

assimilation, weakening, epenthesis, etc. 
 
The above is an example of conditioned sound change: 

the change only takes place in a certain environment. 
Unconditioned sound change exists also: 

a phoneme undergoes the same change in all environments. 
E.g., Old Spanish /lj/ became /j/ in Mexican Spanish in all environments. 

(That’s why in Mexican Spanish “ll” is pronounced as /j/.) 
 



A merger is a sound change whereby two different phonemes become one. 
The Mexican Spanish lj > j change is a merger, 

since Spanish already had a /j/ phoneme.  
So where Old Spanish had two distinct phonemes /lj/ and /j/, 

modern Mexican Spanish has just a single phoneme /j/ due to merger. 
Thus e.g. cayó ‘fell’ and calló ‘became silent’ are now pronounced the same, 

though in Old Spanish they were distinct. 
 
A phonemic split is the opposite: one phoneme becomes two. 
The French k > ∫ change ultimately ended up as a phonemic split, 

since modern French has /k/ and /∫/ as distinct phonemes, 
but they both originated as allophones of pre-French /k/. 

 
A chain shift is a sound change involving several phonemes, in which 

as one phoneme changes, another changes to take its place. 
E.g., this chain shift took place in German over the 5th–8th centuries: 
 t > ts d > t θ > d 
So when /t/ changed to /ts/, another phoneme changed to /t/, and so on. 
 
A major chain shift in the history of English is the Great Vowel Shift: 

affecting long vowels over the 15th–17th centuries: 
 • long high vowels became diphthongs; 
 • long higher mid vowels became high; and 
 • long lower mid and low vowels became higher mid. 
ī > aɪ ē > i  ā > e  ū > aʊ ō > u  ɔ̄ > o 
 

 
 
This is why vowels in English are spelled differently than in many languages: 

boot originally had /ō/, not /u/; price originally had /ī/, not /aɪ/, etc. 
The pronunciations changed but the spelling didn’t. 



Reconstruction 
 
Using the principle that sound change is regular, 

it is possible to reconstruct the ancestral languages of language families. 
We compare cognate words in the various languages— 

such as French chèvre, Spanish cabra, Italian capra, all from Latin capra— 
 and use sound correspondences to reconstruct the historical sound changes. 
 
In the example above, we see French /∫/ corresponds to Spanish/Italian /k/— 

i.e., French has /∫/ in the position where /k/ appears in the others. 
Because sound change is regular, we see the same correspondence occurring for 

multiple cognate sets, not just ‘goat’: 
 
  French  Spanish  Italian 
  chèvre   cabra   capra  ‘goat’ 
  cher   caro   caro  ‘dear’ 
  chef   cabo   capo  ‘top, extremity’ 
  Charles  Carlos   Carlo  ‘Charles’ 
  chanter  cantar   cantare  ‘sing’ 
 
There is a regular pattern: whenever Spanish and Italian begin with /ka/, 

French begins with /∫/ plus some vowel. 
 
We infer from this: 

• the words for ‘goat’, ‘dear’, ‘top’, ‘Charles’, and ‘sing’ in the ancestral 
language all began with the same phoneme; and 

• through regular sound change, that phoneme became /k/ in Spanish and 
Italian but became /∫/ in French, in this phonetic environment. 

We can hypothesize that that sound in the ancestral language was /k/, 
and French underwent a sound change turning /k/ to/∫/ before /a/. 

 
Since we know the ancestral language (Latin), we can confirm this is correct; 

but the same approach works when the ancestral language is unknown: 
Find regular correspondences in cognate words in related languages, 

and figure out what the sounds in the proto-language must have been 
to produce the daughter-language sounds through regular sound change. 

This is the process of comparative reconstruction. 
 
How do we know which words are cognates, if the protolanguage is unknown? 

Cognate words are the ones that exhibit regular correspondences! 
For instance, we know German habe and Latin habeō aren’t cognates 

because Latin /h/ regularly corresponds to German /g/, not /h/: 
e.g., L. hortus / Ger. Garten ‘garden’; L. hostis ‘enemy’ / Ger. Gast ‘guest’. 



Reconstruction must be carried out on the basis of native words, not loanwords. 
But if you’re not sure whether a word is native or a loanword, 

again, it’s the native cognates that show systematic correspondence: 
E.g., consider English beef. It resembles French bœuf ‘beef’ < Latin bovem; 

but can we use it as a basis of reconstruction? Is it a native English word? 
Look for regular correspondences with /b/ in the core vocabulary: 
 
  English  Latin 
  beef   bovem ‘ox’ (accusative case) 
  blossom  flōs ‘flower’ 
  break   frangō ‘I break’ 
  barley   far ‘wheat’ 
  blow   flō ‘I blow’ 
 
From this we can conclude that English beef is a loanword, since English /b/ 

regularly corresponds with Latin /f/, and beef doesn’t fit the pattern. 
 
Use comparative reconstruction to find a phoneme from Proto-Indo-European, 

the prehistoric common ancestor of all the Indo-European languages. 
Look at English words with /f/, and their cognates in other IE languages: 
 

English Latin  Greek  Sanskrit 
father  pater  patēr  pitā 
foot  pedem  poda  padam  (accusative case) 
fish  piscis 
five    pente  panca 

 
Based on this, we infer that PIE had a phoneme that became /f/ in English, 

but became /p/ in many other Indo-European languages. 
(Or it did so when word-initial, anyway.) 

We hypothesize that this PIE phoneme is mostly likely to have been */p/, 
since that would mean that in many languages, it just didn’t change. 

(In historical linguistics, asterisk usually indicates reconstructed forms, not ungrammatical ones.) 
 
This is part of Grimm’s Law: a chain shift between PIE and Proto-Germanic, 

one of the first major Indo-European sound correspondences to be analyzed. 
PIE is reconstructed as having had voiceless, voiced, and breathy voiced stops. 
 
   Indo-European   Germanic 
   *p *t *k   f θ h 

  *b *d *g >  p t k 
   *bh *dh *gh   b d g 
In Germanic… 
• PIE voiceless stops became fricatives 
• PIE voiced stops became voiceless stops 
• PIE breathy voiced stops became regular voiced stops 
 
We can see this through correspondences like English horn, Latin cornu; 

English three, Latin trēs; English kind, Latin genus; etc. 


